The recently proposed Renaissance suite is composed of modern, real-world, concurrent, and object-oriented workloads that exercise various concurrency primitives of the JVM. Renaissance was used to compare performance of two stateof-the-art, production-quality JIT compilers (HotSpot C2 and Graal), and to show that the performance differences are more significant than on existing suites such as DaCapo and SPECjvm2008.
Introduction
The Renaissance suite /citepldi-prokopec-19 has proposed a set of new benchmarks for the JVM, shown in Table 1 , which are focused on modern functional, concurrent and parallel applications and frameworks. In related work, we evaluated Renaissance by determining a set of runtime metrics, presented in Table 2 , which focus on traditional complexity indicators, such as dynamic dispatch and object allocation rate, as well as concurrency-focused behavior of the program. Using a PCA analysis on these metrics, we showed that the benchmarks in the Renaissance suite behave considerably different than other benchmark suites with respect to these metrics. Furthermore, we have shown that some benchmarks in the new suite indicate the need for new compiler optimizations. Figure 1 shows the impact of each of the seven optimizations that we studied, across all the benchmarks from Renaissance, as well as the existing DaCapo, Scalabench and SPECjvm2008 suites. At the same time, we showed that Renaissance is comparable to these existing suites in terms of its code complexity.
In this report, we give a more detail account of our experimental setup and our measurements. We first explain the technical details of our experimental setup, and we then present our experimental results, in terms of the metrics used in our PCA analysis, performance comparison and the Chidamber & Kemerer software complexity metrics. We conclude the report by presenting some basic information about the impact of the new optimizations on the warmup time of JIT-compiled code.
rx-scrabble
Solves the Scrabble puzzle [44] using the RxJava framework. streaming scrabble Solves the Scrabble puzzle [44] using Java 8 Streams. data-parallel, memory-bound stm-bench7 STMBench7 workload [27] using the ScalaSTM framework [14] . STM, atomics streams-mnemonics Computes phone mnemonics [41] Table 3 lists the benchmarks from the DaCapo, ScalaBench and SPECjvm2008 suites that were considered in the main paper, along with the used input size (expressed as number of operations executed in SPECjvm2008).
Analyzed Benchmarks

Experimental Setup for Metric Profiling and Principal Component Analysis
Here, we detail the experimental setup for the collection of metrics described in Table 2 and analyzed in Section 4 and 5 of the main paper. The metrics are profiled during a single steady-state benchmark execution. Before collecting the metrics, we let the On Evaluating the Renaissance Benchmark Suite PLDI '19, June 22-28, 2019 , Phoenix, AZ, USA benchmarks warp-up until dynamic compilation and GC ergonomics are stabilized, following the methodology of Lengauer et al. [35] . We could not collect metrics for benchmarks tradebeans, actors and scimark.monte_carlo either because bytecode instrumentation causes a premature workload termination with a TimeoutException (tradebeans, actors) or because profiling takes an excessive amount of time, exceeding 7 days (scimark.monte_carlo). Therefore we excluded such benchmarks from the PCA analysis (Section 4 of the main paper). We collect the metrics on a machine with two NUMA nodes, each containing an Intel Xeon E5-2680 (2.7 GHz) processor with 8 physical cores and 64 GB of RAM, running under Ubuntu 16.04.03 LTS (kernel GNU/Linux 4.4.0-112-generic x86_64). We configure top to sample CPU utilization only for the NUMA node where the benchmark is executing, to increase the accuracy of the collected measurements (as the computational resources used by perf and top are not accounted). We disable Turbo Boost [32] and HyperThreading [31] . We use Java OpenJDK 1.8.0_161-b12.
We collect the metrics in two runs, profiling OS-and hardware-layer metrics (cpu and cachemiss) in the first run on the original program, and the other metrics in the second run (using DiSL instrumentation). This way, we obtain more precise metrics at the OS-and hardware-layer, which do not account for the execution of instrumentation code. During metric collection, no other CPU-, memory-, or IO-intensive application is executing on the system to reduce measurement perturbations. In addition, we pin the execution to an exclusive NUMA node, to reduce performance interference caused by other running processes.
Experimental Setup for Performance Evaluation
Here, we describe the experimental setup for the performance evaluation described in Section 6 of the main paper. The performance measurement experiments are conducted on 8-core Intel servers, equipped with an Intel Xeon E5-2620v4 CPU (2.1 GHz, 8 cores, 20 MB cache, Hyper Threading disabled), 64 GB RAM, running Fedora Linux 27 (kernel 4.15.6). For stable measurement, power management features are disabled and the processor is run at the nominal frequency. Prior to each benchmark execution, the physical memory pool is randomized. We use Oracle JDK 8u172 with Graal 1.0.0-rc9 as virtual machine. The heap size is fixed at 12 GB with the G1 collector, and except for the selection of individual compiler optimizations used to produce Figure 1 , no other option is used.
For each benchmark and each optimization configuration, we execute the measurements in a new JVM 15 times. Each execution consists of a warm-up period of 5 minutes, followed by 60 seconds of steady-state execution, rounded up to the next complete benchmark iteration. The duration of the warm-up period is chosen so that major performance fluctuations due to compilation happen before actual measurement (verified manually). To provide for meaningful comparison across benchmarks, we always collect the execution times of the main benchmark operation (we have modified the
SPECjvm2008 benchmark harness to achieve this, the benchmark would normally report aggregated throughput). Winsorized filtering is used to remove outliers from Figure 1. Table 4 reports the metrics (listed in Table 2 ) collected on all analyzed benchmarks, before being normalized by reference cycles. The experimental setup used for metric collection is detailed in Section 3 of the main paper.
Collected Metrics
Principal Component Analysis
In Figure 2 , we report a larger version of the scatter plots shown in Figure 1 and discussed in Section 4 of the main paper.
Additional Data for the Software Complexity Metrics
In Tables 5 to 8 , we present additional data for the Chidamber & Kemerer metrics (Section 7.1 in the main paper), across all four suites. Tables 5 and 6 contain the sum for each metric across all benchmarks of a suite, while in Tables 7 and 8 we present the arithmetic mean for each metric across all benchmarks of a suite.
Additional Data for the Optimization Impact Measurements
In Tables 9 to 12 , we provide numerical data for the optimization impact overview from Figure 1 . The seven columns -AC, DS, EAWA, GM, LV, LLC and MHS -stand for the seven optimizations considered, namely Atomic-Operation Coalescing, Dominance-Based Duplication Simulation, Escape Analysis with Atomic Operations, Speculative Guard Motion, Loop Vectorization, Loop-Wide Lock Coarsening, and Method-Handle Simplification. In each column, the first number gives the change in benchmark execution times observed when the relevant optimization is turned off, relative to a baseline with all optimizations turned on (positive numbers mean optimization speeds up execution, negative numbers mean optimization slows down execution). The second number gives the p-value as computed by the Welch's t-test. Table 13 provides estimate on the compilation overhead associated with each of the seven optimizations considered. In each row, the value gives the relative reduction in compiler thread execution time when the particular optimization is disabled, measured over the entire warm up period. The values are aggregated across all benchmarks.
Related Work
Since its introduction in 2006, the DaCapo suite [13] has been a de facto standard for JVM benchmarking. While much of the original motivation for the DaCapo suite was to understand object and memory behavior in complex Java applications, this suite is still actively used to evaluate not only JVM components such as JIT compilers [24, 36, 57, 59, 73] and garbage collectors [10, 40] , but also tools such as profilers [17, 70] , data-race detectors [12, 77] , memory monitors and contention analyzers [30, 76] , static analyzers [26, 74] , and debuggers [37] .
The subsequently proposed ScalaBench suite [71, 72] identified a range of typical Scala programs, and argued that Scala and Java programs have considerably different distributions of instructions, polymorphic calls, object allocations, and method sizes. This observation that benchmark suites tend to over-represent certain programming styles was also noticed in other languages, (e.g., JavaScript [69] ). On the other hand, the SPECjvm2008 benchmark suite [1] focused more on the core Java functionality. Most of the SPECjvm2008 benchmarks are considerably smaller than the DaCapo and ScalaBench benchmarks, and do not use a lot of object-oriented abstractions -SPECjvm2008 exercises classic JIT compiler optimizations, such as instruction scheduling and loop optimizations [21] .
The tuning of compilers such as C2 [43] and Graal [3, 22] was heavily influenced by the DaCapo, ScalaBench, and SPECjvm2008 suites. Given that these existing benchmark suites do not exercise many frameworks and language extensions that gained popularity in the recent years, we looked for workloads exercising frameworks such as Java Streams [23] and Parallel Collections [55, 66, 67] , Reactive Extensions [9] , Akka [2], Scala actors [28] and Reactors [46, 49, 58, 64] , coroutines [4, 60, 61] , Apache Spark [78] , futures and promises [29] , Netty [7] , Twitter Finagle [8] , and Neo4J [6] . Most of these frameworks either assist in structuring concurrent programs, or enable programmers to declaratively specify data-parallel processing tasks. In both cases, they achieve these goals by providing a higher level of abstraction -for example, Finagle supports functional-style composition of future values, while Apache Spark exposes data-processing combinators for distributed datasets. By inspecting the IR of the open-source Graal compiler (c.f. Section 5), we found that many of the benchmarks exercise the interaction between different types of JIT compiler optimizations: optimizations, such as inlining, duplication [36] , and partial escape analysis [73] , typically start by reducing the level of abstraction in these frameworks, and then trigger more low-level optimizations such as guard motion [21] , vectorization, or atomic-operation coalescing. Aside from a challenge in dealing with highlevel abstractions, the new concurrency primitives in modern benchmarks pose new optimization opportunities, such as contention elimination [38] , application-specific workstealing [63] , NUMA-aware node replication [18] , speculative spinning [47] , access path caching [48, [50] [51] [52] Table 4 . Unnormalized metrics collected on all analyzed benchmarks.
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Unlike some other suites whose goal was to simulate deployment in clusters and Cloud environments, such as CloudSuite [25] , our design decision was to follow the philosophy of DaCapo and ScalaBench, in which benchmarks are executed within a single JVM instance, whose execution characteristics can be understood more easily. Still, we found some On Evaluating the Renaissance Benchmark Suite PLDI '19, June 22-28, 2019 , Phoenix, AZ, USA alternative suites useful: for example, we took the movielens benchmark for Apache Spark from CloudSuite, and we adapted it to use Spark's single-process mode.
Several other benchmarks were either inspired by or adapted from existing workloads. The naive-bayes, log-regression, als, dec-tree and chi-square benchmarks directly work with several machine-learning algorithms from Apache Spark MLLib, and some of these benchmarks were inspired by the SparkPerf suite [20] . The Shakespeare plays Scrabble benchmark [44] was presented by José Paumard at the Virtual Technology Summit 2015 to demonstrate an advanced usage of Java Streams, and we directly adopted it as our scrabble benchmark. The rx-scrabble is a version of the scrabble benchmark that uses the Reactive Extensions framework instead of Java Streams. The streams-mnemonics benchmark is rewritten from the Phone Mnemonics benchmark that was originally used to demonstrate the usage of Scala collections [41] . The stm-bench7 benchmark is STMBench7 [27] applied to ScalaSTM [14, 16] , a software transactional memory implementation for Scala, while the philosophers benchmark is ScalaSTM's Reality-Show Philosophers usage example. 
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